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The programme MORPHOMATICA was initially designed and implemented by one of us 

(W. B.), with the mathematical framework provided by Prof. Linhart (Department of 

Mathematics, University of Salzburg). The functionality was strongly dependent of the 

requirements and suggestions of two other colleagues, Dr. Dan L. Danielopol and Dr. Angel 

Baltanás (UAM, Madrid) always with the biological requirements and the desired output in 

mind. 

MORPHOMATICA, version 1.5, written by W. B. and version 1.6, expanded by W. N., uses 

the B-splines algorithm adapted to ostracod outlines by Johann Linhart. The mathematical 

background of the B-splines for an approximate description of ostracod outlines is presented 

in Bayer et al. (2002), Baltanás et al. (2003) and Neubauer (2007). 

The program is a software application running under Microsoft Windows 98, NT 4.0, 

2000, XP, which enables the user to apply the above described method to digitised ostracod 

outlines. The design of the program is based on experiences made during a bachelor project at 

the University of Salzburg (Bayer et al., 2002). The software package with the same name (cf. 

Linhart et al. 2006) is available at http://palstrat.uni-graz.at. 

 

Working with MORPHOMATICA 

 

The following topics will be introduced: 

- Create a new MORPHOMATICA document 

- Insert a specimen from a file and how to work with it 

- Calculate the approximation for the outline of a specimen 

- Combine several specimen to a cluster, calculate the cluster mean and corresponding 

delta vectors  
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- Export specimen and cluster data for import into other applications  

- Print specimen outlines and computational data  

- Save a MORPHOMATICA document 

 

The User Interface of MORPHOMATICA 

 
The user interface consists of a main application window, which is partitioned into two 

adjoining areas, and several dialog objects, which are displayed when additional input is 

required or parameters are to be manipulated. In the left part of the main window, the file 

names of the imported ostracod outlines and the associated approximations and clusters are 

displayed in the style of a directory tree. In this tree view, the user can select the file he 

intends to work on.  

 

 
 

The contents of the right part of the window depend on the selected entry in the tree view. 

If an imported ostracod outline in the specimen directory of the tree view is selected, the right 

pane - the specimen view - displays its outline and if an approximation was calculated for the 

specimen, the according B-spline is drawn. 
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If alternatively an entry in the cluster directory of the tree view is selected, then the 

approximations of all specimens contained in the cluster, the associated delta vectors, and the 

optional mean specimen outline are displayed in the cluster view in the right pane.  
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Create a new MORPHOMATICA document 
 

A new document is created every time MORPHOMATICA is executed. This means, that the 

document does not contain any specimen or corresponding approximation, and that all 

program parameters are initialised with certain predefined reasonable values. Alternatively, 

the user can create a new document with the menu item File - New at any time. If there is 

already an existing document being worked with, the user will be asked if he intends to save 

it. Without saving the contents of the previous document are discarded.  

After the creation of a new document, the main program window looks as following:  

 

 
 

As mentioned before, no specimens are contained in a new document. Now, you have to 

import specimens from an appropriate file format into the document. 

 

Working with a specimen 
 
Insert a specimen into the document 

 

To insert one or more specimens from a file into the document, use the menu item 

Specimen - Insert. MORPHOMATICA supports the file formats  

- *.tps, a file format used by DigiTPS.  

- *.msd, files created with the program Morphosys - in case that the file extension is 

different at your system, enter the appropriate extension in the “Filename” field. 
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In the next step, an open dialog will be displayed in which you select the file(s) with the 

ostracod(s) you intend to import. The open dialog allows you to select one ore more files at 

the same time:  

 

 
 

After confirming the dialog with “open”, the specimens contained in the selected files are 

inserted into the document. Those specimens will be added to the specimen directory in the 

tree view with their related file names. If more than one specimen is stored in the imported 

file, the entries in the tree view are extended with an enumeration.  

 

Display the outline of a specimen 

 

To display the outline of an imported specimen you just have to select its name in the tree 

view on the left. The currently selected specimen is marked in the tree view with a blue 

background. The outline is displayed in the specimen view with additional information like 

the corresponding scaling of the outline or the coordinate axes.  
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Remark: If a scale is stored for a specimen in the imported file, the scale labelled “100 

micro meters” is shown, otherwise a scale labelled “100 pixel” is displayed.  

Remark: Basically, a rotation and translation is automatically applied to every imported 

specimen such that the centroid of the specimen is located in the origin of the coordinate 

system and that the main axes of inertia are parallel to the coordinate axes.  

 

Display file information for imported specimen 

 

The file properties of a specimen can be shown with the menu entry Specimen - 

Properties and are located within the first property page File (see below, left). 

The path of the file where the specimen was imported from is displayed at the top of the 

dialog, immediately followed by the file type. Additional information of the outline is 

displayed as well. 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Display statistical data for specimen 

 

Mathematical parameters, which are calculated from the outline defined in the specimen 

data file, are displayed within the property page Statistics (see above, right). As already 

mentioned, an imported specimen is transformed to meet certain conditions. The 

mathematical parameters for the transformation are listed below. If you do not want the 

outline to be transformed you can deselect the check box at the top of the dialog. In that case, 

the outline is displayed using the coordinates as defined in the data file. 
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Settings for the graphical representation 
 

There are several options for the representation of the outline of a specimen. To set the 

options for a specific specimen, select its name in the tree view and choose the menu item 

Specimen - Properties. After opening the property page called Graphics the following options 

are shown:  

It is possible to change the following options:  

- Draw centroid: If the check box is activated, the 

centroid of the specimen is marked.  

- Draw bounding box: The bounding box 

enclosing all points of the outline of the 

specimen, as well as the coordinates of the corner 

points of this rectangle are displayed.  

- Draw main axes: Selects, whether the main axes 

of inertia are drawn or not. This option is useful 

if the outline is not transformed to normal position. 

- Draw coordinate system: Option to draw the axes of the coordinate system.  

- Colour: To choose the colour for the specimen.  

- Enumerate the points (of contour): If the option is activated, then the points of the 

outline will be enumerated (only the number of each n-th point will be printed).  

- Draw line between adjacent points: Given that the distance between the points of the 

outline is to large to form a continuous outline, selecting this option will connect the 

points with straight line segments. 

 

 
Additional morphological data 

 

Not only the imported outline of a specimen can be 

saved in a MORPHOMATICA document, it’s also possible 

to specify additional morphological data. 

 

For this, choose the menu item Specimen - 

Properties and in that dialog the page Info. 
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Remove a specimen from a MORPHOMATICA document 
 

A specimen can be removed from the document at any time by selecting its name in the 

tree view and selecting the menu item Specimen - Delete. Alternatively, pressing the „Del“ -

Key deletes the selected specimen.  

 

Approximate a specimen 
 

The outline of each specimen can be approximated with the B-spline method described in 

the Mathematical background section. The calculated approximation is drawn together with 

the outline in the specimen view. 

 
Calculation of the approximation 

 

To calculate the approximation from a selected specimen select the menu item Specimen - 

Approximation - Calculate. 
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Parameters for the approximation 
 

In the up-coming dialog, several parameters for the 

approximation can be varied. 

 

It is possible to specify the number of control points 

to be calculated and the number of iterations for the 

parameter correction to be applied. 

 

Next, the approximating B-splines are drawn over 

the outline of the specimen. Additionally, the control 

points of the upper and lower half of the B-splines are 

displayed and enumerated, as well as the corresponding control polygon. The calculated 

values for the approximation (such as the number of iterations, mean and maximum 

approximation error of the upper and lower half) are shown in the lower left corner of the 

specimen view. 

 

 
 

Remark: A specimen for which an approximation is fitted, is marked with a blue "A" next 

to its file name in the tree view.  
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Statistical data of the approximation 

 

The calculated approximation values are listed in 

the property page Statistics too. 

 

There it is also possible to select, whether the error 

values are to be displayed in the specimen view or not. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Settings for the graphical representation of the B-splines 

 

As with the representation of the outline of a 

specimen, there are several options for the 

representation of the approximating B-splines, which 

are accessible under the menu Specimen - 

Approximation - Properties. After selecting this menu 

item the following options are display in the property 

page Graphics. It is possible to vary the following 

options:  

- Draw spline: If this check box is 

activated, the control points are drawn 

over the outline of the specimen. It is also possible to change the colour of the 

B-spline there.  

- Draw polygon: By selecting this entry, the control polygon is drawn.  

- Mark points: The control points are marked with yellow-filled rectangles. If 

the cursor is over any of those rectangles, the coordinates of the corresponding 

control point are displayed.  

- Index the points: Each control point is enumerated.  

- Display coordinate values: The coordinates of each control point are written 

next to it.  
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Display the calculated control points coordinates 

 

The calculated control points can also be requested 

via the menu item Specimen - Approximation - 

Calculate. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Changing the approximation parameters 

 

The parameters of an existing approximation can be changed with the menu item 

Specimen - Approximation - Properties at any time. In the general case a parameter change 

forces a recalculation of the approximation.  

 

Delete the approximation of a specimen 

 

An approximation of a specimen can be deleted with the menu item Specimen - 

Approximation - Delete.  

 

Change a control point interactively 

 

The user can change the calculated control points interactively. To do this click on the 

yellow rectangle representing the control point you want the coordinates to change. The fields 

of the upcoming dialog are initialised with the actual position. You can now change the 

position by entering the new coordinates directly or by pressing the up and down cursor 

buttons next to the fields. 
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After closing the dialog with Ok, the B-spline is recalculated and the new approximation 

is drawn. 

 

Remark: Place the mouse cursor over the yellow rectangle representing a control point if 

you want to know its coordinate values.  
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Cluster view of specimens 

 

In the cluster view the approximating B-splines of all specimens in the cluster are 

simultaneously drawn over each other. This allows an easier comparison between several 

specimens in interest. 

 

Add a specimen to the cluster 

 

To insert a specimen from the specimen list into the 

cluster, mark its name in specimen directory of the tree 

view. Next insert the specimen with the menu item 

Cluster - Insert. 

The filename of the specimen is appended in the 

cluster directory of the tree view. 

Alternatively, a specimen can be inserted to the cluster with a typical drag and drop 

operation within the tree view from the specimen directory into the cluster directory. If more 

specimens are to be inserted into the cluster, a convenient way is via the menu item Cluster - 

Select. 

At the same time you add a specimen to the cluster the corresponding cluster 

approximation is calculated. Containing several specimens, the cluster view looks like the 

following: 
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Calculation of the cluster mean 
 

As soon as one or more specimens are added to the cluster, the mean specimen of these 

can be calculated with the menu item Cluster - Calculate mean specimen. The outline of this 

mean specimen is drawn in the cluster view too, using a different colour. An entry named 

“<Mean Specimen>” is added in the cluster directory of the tree view representing this mean 

specimen.  

 

 
 

Remark: The mean specimen is not recalculated if new specimens are added to the cluster 

or specimens are removed from it. This behaviour is deliberate, such that multiple ways of 

comparison with the mean specimen are possible.  

 

Selecting a specimen as reference 

 

After two ore more specimens are present in the cluster, one of these can be defined as the 

cluster reference. To define a specimen in the cluster as reference, select its name in the 

cluster directory of the tree view and use the menu item Cluster - Mark as reference.  

Automatically with the selection of a specimen as cluster reference, the delta vectors 

between this cluster reference specimen and all other specimens in the cluster are calculated 

and displayed. The name in the cluster directory of the reference specimen is further marked 

with a blue “R” next to it, to identify it as reference.  
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Remark: If the cluster reference specimen is changed, the delta vectors are automatically 

recalculated and actualised in the cluster view.  

 

 

 
 

Settings for the cluster approximation parameters 

 

If you need to change the parameters of the cluster, select the menu item Cluster - 

Properties. You can set the parameters for the approximation (of all specimens in the cluster) 

in the upcoming dialog (like before in the approximation for a single specimen).  
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The options are as follows:  

- Number of control points for upper and lower B-spline  

- Number of steps in the parameter correction (the mathematical method used to 

improve the calculation of the approximation)  

- Apply various normalisation operations. This allows for a size independent 

comparison of specimens.  

o Normalize for outer control points: The specimen approximations (i.e. the two 

B-splines) are transformed, such that the cluster points m1 on the left side and 

m2 on the right side of all specimens fit together.  

o Normalize for area: The specimen approximations are transformed, such that 

all have equal area (1000).  

o Normalize for centroid size: The specimen approximations are transformed, 

such that all have equal values for the centroid size of the outlines (the square 

root of the sum of squared Euclidean distances from each contour point to the 

centroid divided by the number of contour points k).  

 

Settings for the cluster representation 

 

It is possible to change the graphical representation with the menu item Cluster - 

Properties. The following options are shown in the property page Graphics of the property 

sheet.  
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The following options can be set:  

- Draw reference only: If this option is selected, only the reference specimen (but 

together with all the delta vectors) is drawn.  

- Draw mean cluster reference: If the check box is activated, the mean specimen is 

drawn.  

- Draw delta vectors: Whether the delta vectors should be displayed or not.  

- Number vectors with specimen Ids: The endings of the delta vectors can be marked 

with the number of the specimen in the cluster view corresponding to the number in 

the cluster directory of the tree view.  

- Scaling factor for delta vectors: Use this to scale the delta vectors appropriately. If 

two specimens are hardly different, this option can be used for a better comparison.  

 
Settings for the print parameters 
 

It is possible to change the printing settings in the property page Printing from the menu 

item Cluster - Properties.  

 

 
 

The following settings can be applied:  

- Pen Width Specimen: Specifies the pen width for the specimen in the printout.  

- Pen Width Delta Vectors: Specifies the pen width for the delta vectors in the printout.  

- Colour Options: Whether colour (e.g. for a overhead beamer presentation) or only 

black/white (e.g. for a paper) should be used.  

- Print Specimen List: Should a separate list with the names of the specimens in the 

cluster be printed?  
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Listening the calculated cluster data 

 

The calculated cluster data can be displayed with the menu item Cluster - Display 

coordinates. This replaces the cluster view in the right pane of the main application window 

with a spread sheet view, which lists all the relevant data of the cluster (such as the names of 

specimens, all calculated control points and the delta vectors to the reference specimen).  

 

 
 

The meanings of the column headers are as follows:  

- Nr: Number of specimen according to its number in tree view.  

- Specimen: Shorted file name of the specimen (including its position inside the file if 

necessary).  

- Area total: Is the area deviation between the given specimen and the reference 

specimen. 

- Area dorsal: Area total applied to the dorsal region only. 

- Area ventral: Area total applied to the ventral region only. 

- Sum Delta: Is the sum of all Euclidian distances between control points for the given 

specimen and those of the reference specimen.  

- Mean Delta: Is the sum of the delta lengths divided by the number of control points.  

- Max Delta: Is the maximum value in the set of Euclidian distances (delta length) 

between control points for the given specimen and those of the reference specimen.  
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- Sum Delta-Quad: Is the sum of all squared Delta Lengths (i.e. the Euclidian distances 

between the control points of a specimen and the corresponding homologous of the 

reference outline).  

- Mean Delta-Quad: Is the square root of the Sum Delta-Quad divided by the number of 

control points.  

- Remaining columns: Coordinates of the calculated control points (d...dorsal, 

v...ventral).  

 
The specimen selected in the tree view, is marked in the cluster data view with a grey 

background.  

The rows of the table can be sorted depending on the values in a column by clicking on 

this column header.  

It is possible to copy either the whole sheet of displayed data or selected columns. For this 

action for instance select Cluster - Display coordinates, click on a column (Fig. below, see b), 

press the right key-mouse, move arrow to Copy column (Fig. below, see c). Open in Excel a 

new file and click Insert. 

 
 

Evaluating of pairwise differences 

 

The menu Cluster – Display differences  shows a comparison of each two approximating 

B-splines of all specimens. The method of calculation can be chosen before. The result relies 

on the selected size normalization. The following methods are available: 
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- Area total: Evaluates the area between two approximating B-splines. 

- Area dorsal: Area total applied to the dorsal region only. 

- Area ventral: Area total applied to the ventral region only. 

- Mean delta square: Is the square root of the sum of all Euclidian distances between 

the control points of two B-splines divided by the number of control points. 

The possible methods of calculating and evaluating differences appear after choosing the 

menu item. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
After selecting the method a matrix with the calculated values is printed out. 
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By clicking the right mouse button into the matrix a menu, including options for 

processing appears.  

 

 
 

Choosing the menu item Copy sheet will copy the matrix into the clipboard where the data 

are available for further work in other applications (e.g. MS Excel, Primer).  

Example of an exported sheet opened with MS Excel: 

 

 
 

Remark: Due to the structure of the algorithm for computing the area deviation of shapes 

where the approximating B-spline changes direction cannot be calculated. In this case an error 

message comes up and you get the entry "n.c." for “not calculable” into the concerning cell. 

As a rule, such shapes occur only in faulty datasets.  
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Export specimen and cluster data 
 

The calculated data of the cluster can be exported as a text file by using the menu item 

Cluster - Export data. The contents to export depend on the selected entry in the tree view.  

 

 
 

In the upcoming dialog, you have to specify a file name for the export file.  

 

 
 

After saving, this text file can be opened and further worked with (e.g. with MS Excel or 

other statistical programs).  

Example of an exported text file opened with MS Excel: 
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Print a MORPHOMATICA document 
 

The contents of a MORPHOMATICA document can be printed with the menu item File - 

Print. The contents to be printed depend on the selected entry in the tree view.  

 

 
 

You can check the output before printing with the menu item File - Print Preview.  
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The printer settings (portrait, landscape, A4 or A3 format, etc.) can be done with the menu 

item File - Print Setup.  

 

Save a MORPHOMATICA document 

 

A MORPHOMATICA document can be 

save with the menu item File - Save. 

 

You have to specify the desired path and 

file name (the file is saved in a XML file 

format).  

 
 

 

If MORPHOMATICA will be closed and the current document is changed but not saved, the 

user is informed and the document can be saved immediately. 
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The complete contents of the MORPHOMATICA document are saved in a XML file. The 

files from which the specimens where imported are therefore no longer necessary. So, it’s e.g. 

possible to send the XML file (with the extension *.mmd) alone per email to another user of 

MORPHOMATICA. 

Remark: It is also possible to extract the specimens again in the TPS file format (Menu: 

Specimen -Export as TPS file). 
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